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the most popular programs: Internet Download Manager (IDM) 7.70.000.000 Free DownloadQ: Defining

constant variable inside a class in c++ I am trying to define a constant variable inside a class(.h file) by using
this: //header file #define NTH(integer) (nth - 1) //typedef struct object { int nth; int remainder; }obj; extern
object data; I am declaring an object data outside my header file. But I am not sure it will work. It says that

variable used before declaration. I have to use extern because I also want to use it outside this class in other
project. Any help would be appreciated. A: Add a #define before the first use of the constant object and you

can't compile with that definition pre-declared. So either: #include "myClass.h" #define NTH(integer) (nth - 1)
Or: #include "myClass.h" //include the header //define NTH Or even: #define NTH(integer) (nth - 1) #define

NTH2(integer) (nth - 2) #include "myClass.h" struct object { int nth; int remainder; }; extern object data; The
Trump administration has taken the first step toward approving the sale of two uranium mining companies to

investors from Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. Energy secretary Rick Perry Rick PerryEnergy
secretary questions consensus that humans cause climate change OVERNIGHT ENERGY: Democrats push

resolution to battle climate change, sluggish economy and racial injustice | Senators reach compromise on
greenhouse gas amendment stalling energy bill | Trump courts Florida voters with offshore drilling moratorium

OVERNIGHT ENERGY: Trump signs major conservation bill into law | Senate votes to confirm Energy's No. 2
official | Trump Jr. expresses opposition to Pebble Mine project MORE signed off on the deal on Thursday, the

U.S. government’s first official sale of U.S. uranium to foreign buyers. ADVERTISEMENT The deal gives the
buyer, which has not been disclosed, the right to purchase the uranium mined in the United States for a period

of 50 years.
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